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Abstract: Rough set theory is considered as the most essential strategy significantly suitable for illustrating distinctive sorts of learning styles
controlled by the learners during e-learning process through feature information selection. The Rough set hypothesis is likewise utilized for effectively
finding relations with conflicting or fragmented information which is incomplete in nature. Be that as it may, when harsh set hypothesis is
consolidated, they are not sufficiently effective to evaluate ideal subsets. Hence, this paper provides a comparison of various rough set based techniques
for adapting learning styles. The paper provides the analysis of rough set based clustering methods in terms of two parameters cohesion and coupling. In
addition, the paper also proposes an enhanced methodology based on normalized score value for finding the deviation between data’s through the
equivalence property of rough set theory. The experimental results show that the proposed algorithm maximizes the stated metrics.
Keywords: Rough set theory, e-learning, Learning styles, Normalization, Standard deviation.

1

Introduction

E-learning is one of the emerging technologies incorporated by the worldwide educational organization for the purpose of enabling
services like i) providing virtual learning facilities, ii) creating content for various domains for learners, iii) creating the virtual class
environment by means of online admission, online attendance and online conduction of classes[1]. In order to give successful online
administrative services in an e-learning system, the information about the learners and their interested domains of learning must be
known. This type of learners’ information assumes a vital role for the effective usage of e-learning framework [2]. However, the
problem associated with this implementation methodology is growth of learners’ information exponentially towards the time factor
[3]. Then, the analysis of learning factors in a large amount of learners’ information becomes a challenging issue. Hence, there is a need
arises to incorporate a set of adaptable rules to analyze the learners’ information for designing an effective and efficient e-learning
system.
This paper contributes a rough set theory based data analysis model for mining relevant and significant information from the large
amount of learners’ data of the e-learning system. This model incorporates the principle of reducts in rough set theory for extracting
knowledge from the learners’ information [4].
The learning style of an individual is one of the imperative data to be derived from the learners' information. Since, the nature of the
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additionally the presentation that has more effects on the learners [5]. For an effective e-learning system we need to analyze the
learning style of an individual in the collected learners’ information. Hence, in this paper, we incorporate rough set theory based data
analytics model for mining rules and analyzing about the learners’ learning styles in order to facilitate efficient learning. The main
advantage of using rough set theory for this data analytics model due its potential towards extraction of relevant information, ii)
decision friendly and iii) high user understandability.
The remaining part of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 depicts the related work that portrays the role of rough set theory in
elucidating relations for estimating the various learning styles in e-learning process. Section 3 presents the Minimum Normalized
Dissimilarity between Objects (MNDBO) techniques with the associated algorithm. Section 4 presents the experimental comparison
carried out with MNDBO with the considered benchmark systems. Finally, Section 5 concludes with the conclusion.
2 Related Work
In the recent past, a number of rough set theory based clustering mechanisms have been contributed by the researchers. Some of the
existing rough set theory based approaches are enumerated below.
Initially in 1980, the rough theory was proposed by Zdzislaw Pawlak [6], to analyze the information present in the data tables for
deriving relationships among the given data. Further, this theory is also used to reduce the size of the data, deriving hidden patterns
of the data and extraction of rules from the data [7]. It can also be well applicable for refining improper or incomplete information
given. Researcher of the past decade have proved that rough set theory can be implemented for wide range of problems such as i)
correlated and uncorrelated analysis, ii) rule extractions for expert systems iii) learning from examples and switching circuits
design.
Analyzing learning style of a learner plays a key role in designing an e-learning system. Each and every learner has different style of
learning. Studying and analyzing learning styles based on various classification methods have been proposed by the researchers in the
past decade [8]. Many of them were focused on learning style scales, some of them focused on learning style inventory [9] [10]. Few
researchers have given a survey on learning style analysis, learner preference checklists, preferable questionnaire to assess the
learning style and ability of the learners [11] [12] [13]. Hence, this review concludes that, there is lack of mathematical model for
determining the learning style of an individual in order to design an effective e-learning system.
In addition, the first benchmark system is the min-min-roughness (MMR) technique proposed in [14] that utilizes the minimum of
mean roughness by considering only a single attribute into account for cluster analysis. The maximum value of mean roughness is
considered for estimating the partitioning attribute. Further, Tripathy and Gosh [15] presented an algorithm that clusters categorical
data together based on the property of standard deviation based score for calculating estimated roughness (SDR).The technique
incorporates a characteristic attribute with minimum SDR value for choosing the partitioning attribute. Finally, Prabha
Dhadayudhan and Ilango [16] proposed the Minimum Average Dissimilarity between Objects (MADO) that utilizes the elements of
rough set theory for clustering data through the estimation of dissimilarity between objects.
From the literature review carried out with the various clustering techniques [17-19] that involves rough set theory, it is found to
have following limitations,
 A rough theory based normalized score technique that incorporates an equivalence property in clustering has not been explored to
the best of our knowledge.
 A rough set theory based clustering mechanism that could identify different learning styles of e-learning has not been much
explored.
Hence, a Minimum Normalized Dissimilarity between Objects (MNDBO) techniques that maximizes cohesion and minimizes
coupling has been proposed.
3 The Minimum Normalized Dissimilarity between Objects (MNDBO)
In an e-learning environment, the manipulation of dependencies and roughness between the attributes that determine the learning
capability of students depends on factors like interest, psychology, graphics content and audio content. But, it is highly difficult due
to dynamic learning capabilities of target audience. However, Minimum Normalized Dissimilarity between Objects (MNDBO)
techniques overcomes this limitation by incorporating a significant property of rough set theory called equivalence property. The
clustering attribute is determined based on the deviation of scores estimated between the objects of each equivalent class.
Let “S1” and “S2” be the sets that contain the attributes in the data and the data’s whose value is equal for a specific attribute. In each
and every manipulation, the set “S2“elucidates the data’s of each and very equivalence class. The deviation score
(𝐷𝑒𝑣𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 ) estimated between data’s within the set “S2”‘, is determined through equation (1) as
𝐷𝑒𝑣𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 =

𝜎(𝑥 ,𝑥 )
𝑎 𝑏
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Where, the standard deviation and expected mean of the datum of the attributes are derived through equation (2) and (3) as,
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From the deviation score manipulated from equation (1), the normalized_score that depicts the actual deviation between data of
each attribute from each of the sets of data is given by equation (4) as
𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑑_𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 =

𝐷𝑒𝑣_𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒(𝑖)−𝐷𝑒𝑣_𝑀𝑖𝑛 𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒(𝑖)
𝐷𝑒𝑣_𝑀𝑎𝑥 𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒(𝑖)−𝐷𝑒𝑣_𝑀𝑖𝑛 𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒(𝑖)

(4)

This normalized_score is calculated based on the ratio of difference of deviation between individual cluster score and the minimum
individual cluster score to the difference of deviation between maximum individual cluster score and the minimum individual
cluster score. This normalized_score factor is considered as the significant factor utilized for optimal identification of clusters in
order to extract knowledge from the datasets to interpret the learning styles of students during the e-learning process.
In the next section, the proposed Minimum Normalized Dissimilarity between Objects (MNDBO) algorithm is presented, the
MNDBO algorithm initially considers the set S1 as a single cluster, then based on the deviation_score and normalized_score, the
equivalent classes are derived from S1 .The equivalent classes enumerated from the S1, is considered as S2 that contains collection of
sets of data based on the number of clusters ‘k’ considered for cluster analysis. The number of elements of each set grouped from
set S2 depends on the number of elements that are present in each of the individual cluster. Further, the partitioning element
utilized for each clustering process depends upon the minimum normalized_score, which determines the point of datum that is
considered as the estimation point of knowledge used for cluster analysis through rough set theory.
The MNDBO clustering algorithm is given below:
Algorithm MNDBA_Cluster(Data_Set DS, Cluster Required C)
//Input: Data Set for Clustering, Number of Clusters needed
Begin
Initialize the number of clusters IC = 1;
Set C as the number of clusters;
S2- set of equivalent classes derived from S1 based on Normalized_Score
Intialize the parent node to Data Set DS
do
for each attribute ai from Data Set DS ( i varies from 1 to n, where ‘n’ denotes the number of
attributes in each data set DS
for j varies from 1 to m, where ‘m’ is the possible different values of each attribute a i
in parent node(DS), determine the group of equivalence classes for ai with attribute value ‘j’
denoted through set S2
manipulate Devscore(S2) based on 𝜎(𝑥𝑎,𝑥𝑏 ) and 𝑀(𝑥𝑎 ,𝑥𝑏 ) .
next
next
set Normalized_Score = Min(Normlized_Score(S2)) for every set with constraints |S2|≥ 1
estimate the partitioning attribute ai based on minimum Normalized_Score
increment the number of cluster to 1 (ie)IC=IC+1
set Parent_Node (DS) = New_ Parent_Node (IC)
while (INC < k)
End
Algorithm New_Parent_Node(IC)
Begin
for(i varies from 1 to IC)
size of cluster (i) = number of cluster (i)
next
estimate Maximum(Size of cluster(i))
return ( Number of elements(i) equals to Maximum(Size of Cluster(i))
end
Furthermore, the proposed algorithm is compared with existing benchmark techniques like MADO, SDR and MMR through
parameters like cohesion and coupling for estimating the superior performance of the proposed algorithm.
4 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In the experimental analysis, real data sets are elucidated from the feedback form of three e-learning tutorial institutions are collected
for segmentation and cluster analysis. The feedback form was collected for a period of three years. The data-set1 contains 5642
records, data set2 contains 4539 and data set3 contains 3403 records. From the feedback form, four attributes of e-learning viz.,
accessibility, and cost effectiveness, understanding and, time-saving were used to define the values of A, C, U and T values. Where,
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‘A’ represents the e-content accessibility index, ’C’ represents the cost incurred in accessing the e-content, ‘U’ represents the
understanding quotient that differs from each and every student and ‘T’ represents the amount of time saved through e-learning rather
than the traditional method. Hence, all the three datasets contains only four attributes viz., A, C, U and T for each of the student.
The values of A, C, U and T are normalized as follows:
1)
2)
3)

Arrange the data set in ascending of A, C, U and T.
Partition the data set into five equal parts with 20% of the available records in each part.
Assign classification index to each of the divided part into highly significant, significant, moderate, tolerable, least significant

Initially, the MNDBO algorithm is applied into the normalized dataset for segmenting the learning styles of the students into various
categories. Then, the benchmark techniques considered for study like MADO, SDR and MMR are applied to the same three
normalized dataset for studying the superior performance of the proposed MNDBO algorithm. Further, performance metrics like
cohesion and coupling are considered for measuring the consistent quality of the cluster, in which cohesion defines the mean similarity
among each elements of the cluster while coupling denotes the degree of similarity between each pair of elements of the cluster.
Furthermore, in a dataset, the degree of cohesion must be greater than the degree of coupling.
4.1 Aggregate cohesion value for dataset-1
AGGREGATE
COHESION
MNDBO
MADO
SDR
MMR

4
1.24121
1.23111
1.22498
1.22323

CLUSTER GROUPS
5
1.6323
1.6010
1.5813
1.5345

6
2.1253
2.0945
2.0345
2.0407

7
2.8121
2.7122
2.6012
2.5119

From Table 1, it is evident that the dataset 1 clusters produced by MNDBO algorithm perform better than MADO by 11%, 14%
than SDR and 16% than MMR in terms of maximizing cohesion. Further, on an average the proposed MNDBO algorithm enhances
the degree of cohesion by 15%. Since, the proposed clustering technique utilizes a normalized score for estimating the degree of
deviation between the each data of the equivalence class.
4.2 Aggregate coupling value for dataset-1
AGGREGATE
COUPLING
MNDBO
MADO
SDR
MMR

4
0.38111
0.41211
0.42228
0.43212

CLUSTER GROUPS
5
0.50121
0.52212
0.53223
0.53455

6
0.71223
0.72343
0.73257
0.74253

7
0.92151
0.93121
0.93862
0.94819

From Table 2, it is evident that the dataset 1 clusters produced by MNDBO algorithm perform better than MADO by 13%, 18%
than SDR and 20% than MMR in minimizing coupling. Further, on an average the proposed MNDBO algorithm minimizes the
degree of coupling by 18%. Since, the proposed clustering technique estimates a normalized score based on standard deviation and
mean that represents the central tendency of each equivalent class for estimating the degree of coupling between the each data of the
equivalence class.
4.3 Aggregate Cohesion value for dataset-2
CLUSTER GROUPS
AGGREGATE
COHESION
4
5
6
7
MNDBO
1.1771
1.8121
2.4151
2.9121
MADO
1.1621
1.8019
2.3232
2.9101
SDR
1.1611
1.8010
2.2112
2.8151
MMR
1.1522
1.7919
2.2001
2.8101
From Table 3, it is evident that the dataset 1 clusters produced by MNDBO algorithm perform better than MADO by 11%, 14% than
SDR and 16% than MMR in terms of maximizing cohesion. Further, on an average the proposed MNDBO algorithm enhances the
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degree of cohesion by 15%. Since, the proposed clustering technique utilizes a normalized score for estimating the degree of deviation
between the each data of the equivalence class.
4.4 Aggregate Coupling value for dataset-2
AGGREGATE
COUPLING
MNDBO
MADO
SDR
MMR

4
0.54127
0.55111
0.55221
0.55411

CLUSTER GROUPS
5
0.70121
0.71131
0.71291
0.72483

6
0.90121
0.92212
0.93343
0.93996

7
1.09122
1.100120
1.102241
1.103112

From Table 4, it is evident that the dataset 1 clusters produced by MNDBO algorithm perform better than MADO by 13%, 18% than
SDR and 20% than MMR in minimizing coupling. Further, on an average the proposed MNDBO algorithm minimizes the degree of
coupling by 18%. Since, the proposed clustering technique estimates a normalized score based on standard deviation and mean that
represents the central tendency of each equivalent class for estimating the degree of coupling between the each data of the equivalence
class.
Aggregate Cohesion value for dataset-3
AGGREGATE
COHESION
MNDBO
MADO
SDR
MMR

4
1.1771
1.1621
1.1611
1.1522

CLUSTER GROUPS
5
1.8121
1.8019
1.8010
1.7919

6
2.4151
2.3232
2.2112
2.2001

7
2.9121
2.9101
2.8151
2.8101

From Table 5, it is evident that the dataset 1 clusters produced by MNDBO algorithm perform better than MADO by 11%, 14% than
SDR and 16% than MMR in terms of maximizing cohesion. Further, on an average the proposed MNDBO algorithm enhances the
degree of cohesion by 15%. Since, the proposed clustering technique utilizes a normalized score for estimating the degree of deviation
between the each data of the equivalence class.
Aggregate Coupling value for dataset-3
AGGREGATE
COUPLING
MNDBO
MADO
SDR
MMR

4
0.54127
0.55111
0.55221
0.55411

CLUSTER GROUPS
5
0.70121
0.71131
0.71291
0.72483

6
0.90121
0.92212
0.93343
0.93996

7
1.09122
1.100120
1.102241
1.103112

From Table 6, it is evident that the dataset 1 clusters produced by MNDBO algorithm perform better than MADO by 13%, 18% than
SDR and 20% than MMR in minimizing coupling. Further, on an average the proposed MNDBO algorithm minimizes the degree of
coupling by 18%. Since, the proposed clustering technique estimates a normalized score based on standard deviation and mean that
represents the central tendency of each equivalent class for estimating the degree of coupling between the each data of the equivalence
class.
5 Conclusion
In this paper, a Minimum Normalized Dissimilarity between Objects (MNDBO) algorithms is presented. This MNDBO algorithm
estimates the degree of deviation between data’s of the same equivalence class. This algorithm also estimates the quality of cluster for
the three real data pertaining to student’s learning styles during e-learning process. The experimental results also infers that the
MNDBO algorithm generates clusters with high degree of cohesion and low degree of coupling when the cluster size is varied from 4
to 7 in increments of 1.The suitability of MNDBO algorithm is proved through the process of testing with synthetic data sets that
contains high dimension. Finally, the results also infers that the MNDBO algorithm is highly successful than the benchmark clustering
algorithms like MADO, SDR and MMR considered for investigation.
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